1. **Soffit Detail**

Comments:

- Plastic insulation baffle
- Tape and mud (typ.)
- Caulk pre-insulation (typ.)
- Interior continuous air-barrier (typ.)
- Exterior sheathing can be primary air-barrier

2. **Vent Penetration and Floor Truss Condition**

Comments:

- Caulk post drywall
- Adhesive during assembly
- Air-barrier at face of insulation required
- Exterior sheathing can be primary air-barrier
- Fire stop foam
- Caulk pre-insulation
- Tape and mud
3 FRAMING WALL TO SLAB DETAIL

INTERIOR CONTIN. AIR-BARRIER (TYP.)
EXTERIOR SHEATHING CAN BE PRIMARY AIR-BARRIER

CAULK PRE-INSULATION (TYP.)
SILL SEAL FOAM
CAULK POST–DRYWALL

Comments:

4 VERTICAL PIPE AND TENANT SEPARATION WALL DETAIL

CAULK POST–DRYWALL
FIRE STOP FOAM
VERIFY CONSTRUCTION ADHESIVE APPLICATION AT TOP CORD AT FLOOR DECK
CAULK PRE-INSULATION (TYP.)
FIRE STOP FOAM

Comments:
5 WINDOW JAMB DETAIL
(HEAD AND SILL SIMILAR)

Comments:

NON-EXPANDING FOAM

INTERIOR CONTIN. AIR-BARRIER (TYP.)
EXTERIOR SHEATHING CAN BE PRIMARY AIR-BARRIER

CAULK PRE-INSULATION (TYP.)

6 PARTITION WALL DETAIL

Comments:

INTERIOR CONTIN. AIR-BARRIER (TYP.)
EXTERIOR CAN BE PRIMARY AIR-BARRIER

LADDER BLOCKING AT T-INTERSECTION
TENANT SEPARATION WALL DETAIL

Comments:

UNIT UNIT

LADDER BLOCKING AS T-INTERSECTION

INTERIOR CONTI. AIR-BARRIER (TYP.)

EXTERIOR SHEATHING CAN BE PRIMARY AIR-BARRIER

CAULK PRE-INSULATION (TYP.)

2-hr SEPARATION WALL DETAIL

Comments:

UNIT UNIT

CAULK POST–DRYWALL

CAULK PRE-INSULATION (TYP.)

BLOCKING

UNIT UNIT

UNIT UNIT

UNIT

UNIT
**9. TYPICAL RECEDED ELECTRICAL BOX (WALL AND CEILING SIMILAR)**

- **Caulk or Foam Gasket at Interior (Finished) Side Post-Drywall**
- **Exterior Surface Fully Mastic Coated**
- **Fire Rated Foam May Also Be Used in Lieu of Mastic**

**Comments:**

**10. TENANT SEPARATION AND CORRIDOR WALL DETAIL**

- **Corridor**
- **Unit**
- **Mud & Tape**
- **Interior Contin. Air-BARRIER**
- **Ladder Blocking at T-Intersection**

**Comments:**
PARTITION AND CORRIDOR WALL DETAIL

Comments:

- Unit
- Corridor
- Ladder blocking at T-intersection
- Interior continuous air barrier
- Tape and mud (TYP.)